
 

The 5th NGS Student Symposium is scheduled to be held on 25 January 

2013 at the University Hall Auditorium, and the accompanying poster ses-

sion along the LinkBridge. 

Encouraged by the success of the theme of the previous Symposium, the 

2013 round will be similarly themed NGS Life-Opportunities-Research 

(L.O.R).  While the student organizing team works hard to put all the 

pieces of Symposium 2013 in place, we strongly urge all NGS students to 

give their fullest support to this yearly student-organized event. There 

are several ways of doing so, such as taking part in the poster or oral 

presentations, and attending the symposium. Your presence will be a con-

crete testament to its success, and to the tireless drive and efforts of 

the student organizers in bringing it into being. 

This year’s symposium committee comprises the following NGS students.  
Chair:   

Rishav Shrestha & Shawn Tan 

Publicity:  

Will Bao Yang, Mohammad Akbari & Conner Peh 

Program:  

Phang Swee King, Tan Yan Zhi, Ng Chan Way & Lim Wee Meng 

Logistics:  

Lim She Yah, Liu Zhongtao, Tan Zhen Wei, Koe Chwee Tat, Michal Marcin Dykas, Liu Zhongtao    
 

We thank them for stepping forward to organize this event for their fel-

low NGS-sians!  Be on the lookout for  more updates about the symposium. 
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Welcome, New NGS Staff 

 

 

Dr Joan LEE Siew Ching (ngslscj@nus.edu.sg) joined NGS on 3rd Septem-

ber and is NGS students’ first “port of call” if they experience any difficulties 

during their NGS’ PhD years. Joan herself is an NGS alumnus, and boasts 3 

years of post-doctoral experience in neuro-oncology.  Having experienced the 

whole nine yards, she is perfectly well-aware of the ups and downs, joys and 

frustrations, ins and outs, etc of a PhD student.  

 

Joan has already started participating in Tea Sessions for NGS students, and is 

going around to pro-actively meet NGS students to find out how they are and 

how they have been doing.  She is also operating a 'drop-in' clinic for anyone 

with issues which they would like to discuss. She will be available in the NGS 

Office (CeLs Building Level 5) from 1-5pm every Tuesday and Thursday, so 

feel free to drop by during those hours should you wish.  

Commencment 2012 
The 2012 NGS Commencement Ceremony 
saw a total of 49 NGS graduates being con-
ferred their Ph.D. degrees on 11 July 2012. 
This year’s Commencement is extra special 
as this is the 100th graduation ceremony of 
NUS, and hence of higher education in Sin-
gapore. 

 

LAI Chow Yin (under Prof LEE Tong Heng’s 
supervision during his Ph.D. candidature) 
had the honour of being appointed our Vale-
dictorian this year.    

 

In the same occasion, one of our graduates, 
HUANG Hua, was awarded Chua Toh Hua 
Memorial Gold Medal 2011/2012 for being 
the Best Ph.D. graduate with the most out-
standing research accomplished in Life 
Sciences. Huang  Hua was under the super-
vision of Assoc Prof SOONG Tuck Wah dur-
ing his Ph.D. candidature 

We wish all our graduates the best, as they 
head out into the complex and globalised 
world, full of rich and exciting possibilities. 

  

At the same time, we warmly welcome them 
into our expanding NGS alumni family. With 
our alumni being one of the key pillars of 
the NGS community, we look forward to 
their generous giving back to NGS and NUS 
in the coming year. 

“good academic 

achievements must 

be accompanied by 

strong moral val-

ues”…. “Of utmost 

importance is us 

being civic minded, right-

eous and socially re-

sponsible” 

 

Dr Lai Chow Yin, Valedicto-

rian, Class of 2012 

. 
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A Chat with Wong Swee Liang  

1 
How would you rate your 

experience? 

Out of 5, i would rate my experi-

ence as a solid 5. It was defi-

nitely an eye opener to be there. 

The atmosphere as well as the 

company that one gets at the meeting is fantas-

tic!  

Wong Swee Liang, recipient of the NGS Scholarship, Aug 2009 intake, represented NUS and NGS in 

the prestigious 2012 Lindau Meeting, held in Germany in July 2012. The Lindau Nobel Laureate Meet-

ings provide a globally recognized forum for the exchange of knowledge between Nobel Laureates 

and young researchers  

2 
What did you learn most or enjoy 

most about the meeting?  

It's not just about the science as both 
participants and speakers can be from 
completely different fields of yours and 
you may very well not understand 
what they are saying. However, the 

experiences that they share about their personal 
journey in research can be very inspiring and you also 
get to know about the culture (research as well as 
personal) from such a diverse group of scientists, 
both young and old. We have a lot of small group Q 
and A sessions and also meal times with the Nobel 
Laureate, allowing us to get a taste of how their minds 
think and this was also very enriching to me. On a 
superficial note, the luxurious treatment and the 3 
levels high cruise ship that we took on our boat trip  
was definitely wonderful moments to be had as well.  

3 
Were there any stressful mo-

ments? 

I don't think there were any stressful 

moments that stand out. Perhaps, 

one of which is the confidence to 

step out of one's comfort zone to 

interact with complete strangers. As Singapore has 

sent 7 participants, it was common for us to sit and 

even have meals together. However, from time to 

time, i have to remind myself to wander off alone 

and just mingle with others that i completely have no 

idea who they are so as to learn more  

4 
 Do you have any tips or advice for your fellow 

NGS students? 

My advice would be to just go there and enjoy your-
selves! Nobel Laureate Meeting may sound like a big 
daunting event but all it comprises are just Nobel 
Laureates who are so willing to interact and share 
with young researchers as well as fellow friends who 

are in the same field as you! Do not worry about not understanding 
the talks and all. There is a lot of non-scientific things to learn from 
it! A tip is to, as i mention above, try to wander off on your own and 
not just stick to people that you are completely familiar with. Take 
the time to know others as well as their research!  In the photograph, Swee Liang (2nd from the right) 

was at a scientific breakfast meeting on a boat.  



 

Are you an aspiring WRITER? 
If you enjoy writing and have a topic that you would 

like to write about, please contact us!  

Irene:  ngsclc@nus.edu.sg  
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Do You Know? 
 NGS now allows the nomination of Assistant Professors as 

Internal Examiners, provided they have held a position as 

Assistant Professor in NUS for 2 or more years and have 

experience supervising PhD students within NUS. 

 

 There are several options of fulfilling the 40 hours of 

teaching duties.  For example, students can clock 10 hours 

by being a Senior Buddy to a freshmen or clock 5 hours by 

attending the PhD Thesis Seminars of their fellow NGS 

peers.  Read the details on the different options on the 

NGS website  

 NGS has been collating our students’ research publications as well as awards won, and 

some of these outstanding work done have been proudly featured on the NGS website or 

NGS newsletters, as a way of sharing with the NGS community on the achievements of 

these supervisors, students and their lab.   

 NGS is currently conducting a survey through the NGS Supervisors on the “Patents” 

filed / granted, so that NGS may also showcase the inventions.  NGS recognizes that 

these are valuable information indicating how well our supervisors and students have 

fared in their research outcome.  

 

What’s UP AND 
COMING ? 

 01 Dec 2012 

Submission Deadline for 

Nomination of Supervisors (applicable to students 

from the August 2012 intake only) 

 07 Dec 2012 

Meet. Eat.and. Talk  (M.E.A.T) Session for NGS 

students to get-together to interact and mingle in a 

relaxed and casual setting.  Time : 12pm—2pm 

(approx.).  Venue :  CeLS Lobby @ Level 1 

Registration for the lunch is now open.  Click HERE to 

register.              

 Mid Dec 2012 

Module Registration of Cross Faculty Module 

(applicable to all who need to read modules offered 

by another Faculty or School) 

 

 25 Jan 2013 

NGS Student Symposium cum White Coat Ceremo-

ny (for those who have successfully passed their PhD 

Qualifying Examinations). 

 

NGS Scholars’ Alliance (NGSSA) is recruiting NEW members. We urge you to take a step forward and vol-

unteer your services in one of our three main committees: Communications,  Scholar Development, and 

Social Welfare. If you want to be part of the new team or wish to find out more on how you could contribute, 

please contact Ms. Irene Chuan from the NGS office at ngscic@nus.edu.sg  
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The purpose of this E Alert is to update NUS community on the following: 

 1) Mandatory Safety Training for Students and PIs 

  

(a) In addition to laboratory officers, technical and research staff (including Research Assistants/Fellows etc.,), NUS also 

requires students (including FYP, UROP Postgraduate students) who are doing research to complete relevant on-line 

safety and health trainings offered by OSHE.  

 

(b) Principal Investigators who are supervising individuals performing activities involving chemical, biological and/or radia-

tion hazards, but have yet to be certified to NUS Laboratory Safety Management Standard (as of 1st January 2013) are 

also required to undergo relevant safety and health training by OSHE. All PIs must complete the required trainings by 

30 June 2013 as detailed below. 

  

 Certified PIs would only be required to complete the refresher training once every 2 years. To satisfy the refresher training 

requirements for chemical, ionizing radiation and laser safety trainings, the staff, students and PIs shall retake the original 

online safety module. 

 2) Migration of Class room training to Online Training (E-Learning) 

The following safety trainings are now being provided ONLINE through the NUS Integrated Virtual Learning Environment 

(IVLE). 

a. Ionizing Radiation Safety Training 

b. Laser Safety Training 

c. Chemical Safety Training 

d. Biological Safety Training 

e. Safety and Health Management System Training 

f.  Biological Safety Refresher Training  (available from November 2012 

The instructions for staff and students on how to complete these trainings through IVLE can be found from this link.   

https://inetapps.nus.edu.sg/osh/portal/ivle-instructions.pdf 

  

Research involving  the use of chemicals Chemical Safety (OSHCHM01) 

Research involving  the use of biological agents Biological Safety (OSHBIO01) 

Research involving the use of ionizing radiation 

sources like radioactive materials or radiation pro-

ducing machines. 

Radiation Safety (Ionizing) (OSHRAD01) 

Research involving the use of equipment with 

Class IIIB or Class IV lasers. 

Laser Safety (OSHRAD02) 

Supervising individuals performing activities in-

volving  the use of chemicals 

Chemical Safety (OSHCHM01) 

Supervising individuals performing activities in-

volving  the use of biological agents 

Biological Safety (OSHBIO01)  

(for Non Certified PIs) 

Biological Safety Refresher (OSHBIO02)  

(for Certified PIs) 

Supervising individuals performing activities in-

volving the use of ionizing radiation sources like 

radioactive materials or radiation producing ma-

chines. 

Radiation Safety (Ionizing) (OSHRAD01) 

Supervising individuals performing activities in-

volving the use equipment with Class IIIB or Class 

IV lasers. 

Laser Safety (OSHRAD02) 

  

https://inetapps.nus.edu.sg/osh/portal/ivle-instructions.pdf

